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P0 Box 6179 
BUNDALL 4217 

16.02.94 
Peter Hamilton 
Unit 1, 50 Paterson Street 
BYRON BAY 	 2481 

IN cONFIDENCE; NOT FOR 
DISSEMINATION OR PUBLICATION 

Dear Peter: 

Re: Multiple Occupancy Review 

Thank you for sending me material regarding this review. You 
certainly shot some holes in the draft survey form! 

It is my impression that most mo's are de facto subdivisions. They 
have internal deeds between tenants—in—common, or areas ascribed to 
company shares. Such MO's are breaching the guidelines and, where 
the motivation is speculative gain, should be disciplinedor forced 
to adopt Community Title. 

Tuntable is a genuine, eccentric exception, but I believe that, as 
a result, it is largely a failure. Unless individuals have legal 
title to surveyed land, they do not invest and labour on their 
sites. That is why, after 20 years, most people on Tuntable live in 
sheds or cabins amongst weeds. Only a few idealistic fools like me 
have built family homes, and I am the only fool to have developed 
an extensive orchard & vegetable garden. I have just been 
dispossessed of the latter due to territorial pressure from a 
violent and politically—popular neighbour who broke an undertaking 
not to exert such pressure. 

I have tcitally lost any belief in multiple occupancy. Communism has 
failed all over the world and should not be tried again. People, 
with the possible exception of mature religious devotees,are too 
disparate, dishonest, selfish & changeable to forge a community 
ethos. Only the existence of a broader society and independent 
legal system can save MO dwellers from fanaticism and 
expropriation. 

MO is a disincentive to hard work & investment, cripples resale 
value, prevents provision of mortgage security, leads to Kangaroo 
Courts and mob rule without regard to principles or justice. It 
encourages criminality (especially drug—growing & trading on 
community lands) and poor sanitation/ waste disposal. 

I would not advise anyone to enter an MO, and would advise 
structuring any such venture, despite the extra cost, under 
Community Title. 

I am not happy with the above outcome, and perhaps I am unduly 
sour, but it is the only one I can seriously hold after 20 years of 
commitment to the MO ideal. 

Fond regards from Sally & myself: we hope your health holds up. 

t. b 

	
Yours faithfully, 	 r1 

David Spain. 


